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Destination Choice: A Modeling Primer

Choice Modeling
The key word in there is “CHOICE”. It may make you think in terms of “human behavior”, which is a very appropriate idea if we are trying to replicate travel patterns of real people.

A lot of disciplines ranging from Behavioral Economics to Mathematical Programming, including Probabilities Theory and Statistical Sciences, inform transportation planners on how to replicate trip making decision processes.
• If you thought you could get away from travel demand modeling (TDM) without knowing *choice modeling*...think again!
• This choice modeling method is a popular one when trying to establish: destination, route, activity, auto ownership, residential/commercial location, to mention only the most relevant ones for travel demand models.
• You may have heard of “mode choice”, where the TDM chooses how many people will travel by car (drive alone or HOV), or by some kind of transit, or by a non-motorized mode.
• Although the most universal use is the *travel mode choice*, the others are spreading fast within activity-based models (ABM) and managed lanes modeling.
“Discrete choice models can be used to analyze and predict a decision maker’s choice of one alternative from a finite set of mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive alternatives.” The objective is to be able to predict the decision making of a group of individuals (an individual or decision maker can be a person, a household, a firm, etc).

• This behavior prediction can be made in an aggregate or disaggregate manner. In the aggregate approach, one is modeling a group of individuals which decisions are based on some statistical associations of the group’s attributes with alternatives characteristics.

• On the other hand, the disaggregate approach recognizes that this group behavior is based on individuals making decisions independently of each other as a function of their individual attributes and the characteristics of the available alternatives.

• The disaggregate approach provides a better understanding of why an individual make choices rather than the statistical aggregation of individuals making it more sensitive to behavior changes. This creates a more direct cause/effect connection which is more transferable in time and space.
• Utility is an indicator of value to an individual. Generally, we think about utility as being derived from the attributes of alternatives or sets of alternatives; e.g., the total set of groceries purchased in a week. The utility maximization rule states that an individual will select the alternative from his/her set of available alternatives that maximizes his or her utility.

• If analysts thoroughly understood all aspects of the internal decision making process of choosers as well as their perception of alternatives, they would be able to describe that process and predict choice using deterministic utility models. Experience has shown, however, that analysts do not have such knowledge; they do not fully understand the decision process of each individual or their perceptions of alternatives and they have no realistic possibility of obtaining this information. The data and models used by analysts describe preferences and choice in terms of probabilities of choosing each alternative rather than predicting that an individual will choose a particular mode with certainty.
Utilities are represented by mathematical functions. These functions or equations seek to correlate attributes of the individual (such as income, car ownership, etc.) and the alternatives’ characteristics (for example, travel cost, travel time, etc.).

Any attribute that the modeler thinks has an influence on the individual when making a choice should be included. More on this later.

The absolute value of the function is not important. What the modeler wants is the relative value of the different alternatives being considered from the choice set and how each of those attributes impact the individuals’ selection process.

The data and models used by analysts describe preferences and choice in terms of probabilities of choosing each alternative rather than predicting that an individual will choose a particular one with certainty.

Utility associated with the Attributes of the Alternative:

\[ V(X_i) = \gamma_1 \times X_{i1} + \gamma_2 \times X_{i2} + \ldots + \gamma_k \times X_{ik} \]

where \( \gamma_k \) is the parameter which defines the direction and importance of the effect of attribute \( k \) on the utility of an alternative and \( X_{ik} \) is the value of attribute \( k \) for alternative \( i \).

An example for three different travel modes (Drive Alone (DA), Shared Ride (SR) and Transit (TR) alternatives is:

\[
\begin{align*}
V(X_{DA}) &= \gamma_1 \times TT_{DA} + \gamma_2 \times TC_{DA} \\
V(X_{SR}) &= \gamma_1 \times TT_{SR} + \gamma_2 \times TC_{SR} \\
V(X_{TR}) &= \gamma_1 \times TT_{TR} + \gamma_2 \times TC_{TR} + \gamma_3 \times FREQ_{TR}
\end{align*}
\]

The Utility associated to the characteristics of the Decision Maker, in the specific example above would be:

\[
\begin{align*}
V(S_{DA}) &= \beta_{DA,0} \times 1 + \beta_{DA,1} \times Inc_t + \beta_{DA,2} \times NCar_t \\
V(S_{SR}) &= \beta_{SR,0} \times 1 + \beta_{SR,1} \times Inc_t + \beta_{SR,2} \times NCar_t \\
V(S_{TR}) &= \beta_{TR,0} \times 1 + \beta_{TR,1} \times Inc_t + \beta_{TR,2} \times NCar_t
\end{align*}
\]
Choice Modeling: Logit Models

• Different surveys and data collection methods are used to build these utility functions.

• The intuition, statistical analysis and judgment are used to specify the utility function mathematical form. Past experience has demonstrated the superiority of certain forms over others, depending on what type of choice one wants to model (toll choice, mode choice, destination choice, etc.)

• The multinomial logit model (MNL) has been widely used to determine the choice probabilities of each alternative under consideration. The general expression for the probability of choosing alternative “i” (i = 1, 2,…,J) from a set of “J” alternatives is:

\[
P_r(i) = \frac{\exp(V_i)}{\sum_{j=1}^{J} \exp(V_j)}
\]

• Following our mode choice example, this can be written as:

\[
P_r(DA) = \frac{\exp(V_{DA})}{\exp(V_{DA}) + \exp(V_{SR}) + \exp(V_{TR})}
\]

\[
P_r(SR) = \frac{\exp(V_{SR})}{\exp(V_{DA}) + \exp(V_{SR}) + \exp(V_{TR})}
\]

\[
P_r(TR) = \frac{\exp(V_{TR})}{\exp(V_{DA}) + \exp(V_{SR}) + \exp(V_{TR})}
\]

• Utility associated with the Attributes of the Alternative:

\[
V(X_i) = \gamma_1 x X_{i1} + \gamma_2 x X_{i2} + \cdots + \gamma_h x X_{ih}
\]

where \(\gamma_k\) is the parameter which defines the direction and importance of the effect of attribute \(k\) on the utility of an alternative and \(X_{ik}\) is the value of attribute \(k\) for alternative \(i\).

• An example for three different travel modes (Drive Alone (DA), Shared Ride (SR) and Transit (TR) alternatives is:

\[
V(X_{DA}) = \gamma_1 x TT_{DA} + \gamma_2 x TC_{DA}
\]

\[
V(X_{SR}) = \gamma_1 x TT_{SR} + \gamma_2 x TC_{SR}
\]

\[
V(X_{TR}) = \gamma_1 x TT_{TR} + \gamma_2 x TC_{TR} + \gamma_3 x FREQ_{TR}
\]

• The Utility associated to the characteristics of the Decision Maker, in the specific example above would be:

\[
V(S_{DA}) = \beta_{DA,0} x 1 + \beta_{DA,1} x Inc_i + \beta_{DA,2} x NCar_i
\]

\[
V(S_{SR}) = \beta_{SR,0} x 1 + \beta_{SR,1} x Inc_i + \beta_{SR,2} x NCar_i
\]

\[
V(S_{TR}) = \beta_{TR,0} x 1 + \beta_{TR,1} x Inc_i + \beta_{TR,2} x NCar_i
\]
Choice Modeling: Utility Estimation

Data from surveys include information describing the trip maker and his/her household, the chosen travel mode, some trip context (time of day, frequency of travel OD data). Network analysis can provide zone-to-zone in-vehicle travel time for highway and transit, toll and parking cost, other relevant supply-side attribute.

This presentation will not discuss survey design, and sampling techniques. However, the modeler should make judgment calls on the appropriate variables’ data to be collected in enough market segments that are relevant to the choice under analysis: If mode choice is the issue then, how many travel modes should be included; how many trip purposes; how many income level segments, presence of workers in the household, etc..

One should collect enough data on each market segment to be able to improve the statistical validity of the estimation results.
There are a number of statistical packages’ software that can be used to estimate the parameters of a MNL formulation, such as: MATLAB, ALOGIT, LIMDEP/NLOGIT, ELM, BIOGEME software.

The modeler inputs the survey data and the software provides the values of the coefficients (or parameters \( \gamma_i \) in equation 3.4) and depending on the software, a number of statistical tests to measure how strongly this estimated parameters belong to the utility as specified.

Based on those statistics one can accept or reject the null hypothesis, which is that the estimated parameter is equal to zero.

- [http://www.alogit.com/index.htm](http://www.alogit.com/index.htm);
- [http://elm.newman.me/](http://elm.newman.me/);
- [http://transp-or.epfl.ch/index.php](http://transp-or.epfl.ch/index.php)
• Each of these statistical packages can present results in slightly different ways: The LIMDEP software outputs has the “z” statistics (other packages label this as a “t” statistic).

• The test-statistics should be usually $|t| > 1$, or more precisely,

\[
\text{Critical } t\text{-value (two-tailed test)}
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Confidence Level</th>
<th>t-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90%</td>
<td>1.645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95%</td>
<td>1.960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99%</td>
<td>2.576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99.5%</td>
<td>2.810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99.9%</td>
<td>3.290</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

• The sign of the parameter is also important since they should be consistent with theory, intuition and judgment regarding the expected impact of the corresponding variables.
Choice Modeling: Computation Example

Multinomial Utility Expression

\[ U_a = \beta_{wat} \times Time_{wat} + \beta_{wt} \times Time_{wt} + \beta_{ivtt} \times Time_{ivtt} + \beta_{pc} \times Cost_{pc} + \beta_{oc} \times Cost_{oc} + k_a \]

Where:
\[ U_a = \text{Utility of mode “a”} \]
\[ \beta_t = \text{Time coefficient (walk access time, WAT; wait time, Wait; in-vehicle travel time, IVTT)} \]
\[ \beta_c = \text{Cost coefficient (parking cost, PC; other cost, OC)} \]
\[ Time_a = \text{Time of travel using mode “a” (walk access time, WAT; wait time, Wait; in-vehicle time, IVTT)} \]
\[ Cost_a = \text{Cost of travel using mode “a” (parking cost, PC; other cost, OC)} \]
\[ k_a = \text{Mode specific constants} \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impedances</th>
<th>Transit</th>
<th>Drive Alone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Walk Access Time (WAT)</td>
<td>43.2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wait Time (WT)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In vehicle travel time (IVTT)</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>15.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parking cost (PC)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Cost (OC)</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Coefficients (for HBW)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transit</th>
<th>Drive Alone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Walk access time</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wait time</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In vehicle travel time</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parking cost</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other cost</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Constants (for HBW)

| Mode specific constant | 1.087 | 1.587 |

Transit Utility
\[
U_{tr} = 0.08 \times 43.2 + 0.14 \times 5 + 0.015 \times 18.8 + 0.02 \times 0 + 0.005 \times 75 + 1.087 \\
e^{U_{tr}} = 365.037
\]

Drive Alone Utility
\[
U_{da} = 0.08 \times 8 + 0.14 \times 0 + 0.015 \times 15.9 + 0.02 \times 25 + 0.005 \times 114 + 1.587 \\
e^{U_{da}} = 34.312
\]

So the mode share results for this particular O-D pair is:
\[
Pr(da) = \frac{e^{U_{da}}}{e^{U_{da}} + e^{U_{tr}}} = \frac{34.312}{34.312 + 365.037} = 47.65\% \\
Pr(tr) = \frac{e^{U_{tr}}}{e^{U_{da}} + e^{U_{tr}}} = \frac{365.037}{34.312 + 365.037} = 52.35\%
\]
The calculations as described in the previous example is an application to one pair of zones: Trips produced in one traffic analysis zone (TAZ) going to one other zone. It shows how those person trips would split by travel mode.

In the context of a full area model, there would be thousands even millions of i-j pairs of TAZs and the results of previous calculation would go in a table for each mode, within a matrix, for each trip purpose.

The example was about mode choice calculation and every input variable in the MNL utility expression (time, cost, utility coefficients and constants) are being pulled out from corresponding data files, either text, dbf, or matrix formats.

This presentation is not including Nested Logit models, which in essence, are a series of MNL expressions grouped in different tiered levels (nested levels). The nesting coefficients are also estimated from the available data using available estimation software.
• Trip distribution was always a difficult problem due to the lack of good O-D data and household’s survey, which forces calibration/re-calibration using transferred parameters.

• Poor trip distribution results in poor mode choice, which generates poor transit/highway assignment.

• FSUTMS trip distribution model relies on the gravity model (GM), which groups all production and attractions and distribute them based on impedance only.
Trip distribution reviews performed as early as 2008\(^1\) and even before through research performed by the Lehman Center at Florida International University\(^2\) suggested the use of alternative explanatory variables beyond just impedance, and different model structures beyond gravity model.

Another study implemented those suggestions in 2012. The report states: “The gravity analogy works for trip distribution in mono-centric urban regions where accessibility to transit plays little to no role in choice of destination. This is no longer the case in some Florida urban areas, where there may be more than one dominant attraction region, multiple and important suburban-to suburban trip flows, and where there is interest in understanding the contribution of transit towards achieving more sustainable urban development patterns.”\(^3\)

---

\(^1\) New FSUTMS Framework, a report prepared by AECOM for the Florida Department of Transportation, Systems Planning Office, August 21, 2008
Destination Choice: Advantages

- Destination choice model is widely suggested in the literature as a good replacement for gravity model. A better market segmentation using better household characteristics (like income level, car ownership, workers present, etc.) would avoid some of the issues mentioned earlier. It provides a better match between, for instance, work trips made by households of a particular income level and job sites corresponding to that income level.

- The basic assumption is that better defining the market segments, the distribution may be more sensitive to changes in demographics, and accessibility changes. It is known that the GM may respond illogically to changes in levels of service — improved accessibility to a given destination may cause a disproportionate increase in total trips, and/or an increase of trips using the mode(s) whose accessibility did not change. Both results are undesirable and may lead to erroneous assessments of the impact of transit (or highway) improvements.
• For example, total person trips between two zones increase because of better travel times (usually when you improve capacity in either transit or highway), one should expect that the additional demand would be allocated to the corresponding mode that was improved.

• Destination choice model is very flexible, which it should be obvious from the utility function expressions: One can include the variables of interest that capture the key market differences. This is a characteristic of choice models in general, and it is only limited to the ability to capture enough data (sample size) for the specific market or sub-market to derive statistically significant parameters.
The MNL model is the preferred functional form to implement destination choice. This is the reason why this presentation was paying attention on this form of choice model.

When traveling, users want to maximize their trip utility. This implies not just minimize time and cost of the trip, but also from all possible destinations, where is the best location to go to: Not a blind shortest path type of distribution, like in GM.

The utility of a destination is a function of multi-modal accessibilities and preferences, the attractiveness of the destination zone, person and household attributes, and other unknown, un-included attributes of the trip maker or the destination zone.
The probability that trip $m$ produced in zone $i$ chooses destination zone $j$ is given by the utility of zone $j$ and the utility of all other possible destinations.

“m” actually represents trips done by different “markets”, in the case of the Florida prototype it means:

i. Zero Car Households – All Income
ii. Cars less than Workers – Low Income
iii. Cars less than Workers - Medium Income
iv. Cars less than Workers – High Income
v. Cars equal to or greater than Workers - Low Income
vi. Cars equal to or greater than Workers - Medium Income
vii. Cars equal to or greater than Workers – High Income

Special trip market populations could include the following:
- Seasonal residents
- Visitors
- Air passengers
- Special events

The mode choice Logsum inclusion accounts for travel impedance by mode. The mode choice utilities were developed using modal preferences by income-stratified impedance coefficients, so that the choice of the destination and the choice of mode are linked to each other.

\[
P_{ijm} = \frac{e^{U_{ijm}}}{\sum_j e^{U_{ijm}}}
\]

\[
U_{ijm} = \theta \times L_{ijm} + \sum_k \beta_k D_{ij}^k + \sum_k \delta_{m}^k N_{m}^k D_{ij}^k + \sum_k \gamma_{m}^k M_{m}^k IZ_j + \ln(A_{jm})
\]

Where:
- $\theta$, $\beta_k$, $\delta_{m}^k$ and $\gamma_{m}^k$ are parameters to be estimated
- $L_{ijm}$ is the mode choice logsum of trip market $m$
- $D_{ij}^k$ Represents distance
- $N_{m}^k D_{ij}^k$ Represents attributes of the trip market (e.g., income, auto availability)
- $M_{m}^k IZ_j$ Represents attributes of trip production zone (e.g., residential density) to account for intra-zonal activity
- $\ln(A_{jm})$ This is called the “size” variable, which is the equivalent of the attractions in a GM. It could be calculated as a regression equation based on different employment categories, school enrollment, population, etc.
• The required dataset to build the utility functions are the same as a household survey data used to construct the mode choice utility expressions, although relevant data fields might be slightly different.

• For instance, in mode choice the data of interest needs to include the transportation mode.

• Developing destination choice functions, the chosen attraction zone has to obviously be included. Of course, depending on the market segmentation determined to be represented with specific parameters/ constants, additional variables such as household income, car availability, number of workers in the household, etc. would also be selected.

• As the utility functions needs highway travel time and distance, employment, mode choice logsums per market segment, then these variables need to be added to the household survey from previous travel demand model runs.

• The selection of the choice set data is important for practical reasons: One cannot include all possible TAZs in the region; instead a sample of destinations is chosen for each TAZ (e.g., based on number of total employment, and distance). Several choice sets could be used to improve the robustness of the estimation results.

The calibration of a destination choice model is no different than the calibration of a gravity model, in that the goal is to reproduce the observed trip length frequencies and district-level flow patterns.

Typical destination choice calibration targets include:
- Average trip lengths
- Trip length frequency distribution
- Percent of intra-zonal trips
- Coincidence ratio
- ACS worker flow pattern (county level or smaller geography)
- Trip flow pattern (20-district geography)
- Implied transit mode shares

Any of these targets may be stratified by trip purpose, time period and trip market segment, as allowed by the sample size.
• Utility functions estimation: As in any other discrete choice models, data collection and processing is needed to estimate the coefficients and constants required by the utility function. This adds time/budget to the overall TDM development.

• Sample size should be sufficient in every market segment you want to analyze and sometimes it is not readily available. For example, the demonstration model that follows used the National Household Travel Survey (NHTS) Florida add-on, which did not have enough data in some of the market segments (for the Tallahassee region) to be able to obtain a statistically valid result, so parameters from elsewhere were used.

• Run-time of the models could be significantly higher than traditional methods (less defined market segments and trip purposes, by time of day)
Destination Choice: A Modeling Primer

Florida Application: CRTPA model
Destination Choice: CRTPA demo

Trip Purpose Loop
- Loop
- If HBCU, HBCS, IE, Truck, then run Gravity Model
  - Script File
  - Set Purpose Vars

Set K Factors
- Script File
- P & A - PK
- Friction Factors

Apply MC probabilities to HBSC & HBCU trips
- Script File
- Print File
- Person Trips - PI

Apply MC probabilities to person trips
- Script File
- Person Trips
- Matrix File
- Trip Probabilities

Apply Destination Choice Model
- Script File
- Matrix File 1
- Matrix File 2
- Lookup File 1
- Lookup File 2

Trip Distribution
Apply Mode Choice
As mentioned before, FSUTMS uses gravity models to distribute all trips. These trip distribution models are stratified by trip purpose, but not by household attributes (income or auto ownership, for example) or time period.

The lack of trip market segmentation besides trip purpose can also lead to incorrect forecasts of trip distribution patterns. Persons of restricted mobility (low income, zero car households, for example) exhibit, on average, shorter trip lengths than other persons. Low income workers are more likely to be employed in retail and service occupations, while high income workers are more often professionals.

Without appropriate trip market segmentation the distribution model is unable to link the “right” workers to the “right” jobs.

To accomplish this market segmentation, the trip generation step has to include trip purposes that are including these better definition of mainly income, auto availability and presence of workers in the household. So for the CRTPA, these are the trip purposes:

- Home-Based Work (HBW)
- Home-Based College/University (HBCU)
- Home-Based School (HBSC)
- Home-Based Shop (HBSH)
- Home-Based Social/Recreation (HBSR)
- Home-Based Other (HBO)
- Non-Home-Based Work (NHBW)
- Non-Home Based Other (NHBO)

All of the Home-based trips (except HBCU and HBSC) were further stratified in seven additional segments:

1. Zero Car Households – All Income
2. Cars less than Workers – Low Income
3. Cars less than Workers - Medium Income
4. Cars less than Workers – High Income
5. Cars equal to or greater than Workers - Low Income
6. Cars equal to or greater than Workers - Medium Income
7. Cars equal to or greater than Workers – High Income

• The utility estimated coefficients/constants for the chosen utility are contained in a *dbf file, (destchoice_parameters.dbf).
• The logsum values were calculated in the previous mode choice step for every i-j pair of zones. In a simpler model, with no transit for example, this could be replaced with a impedance skim matrix.
• Distances are provided processing the network to output a matrix of every i-j distance.
• The size variable is provided in the trip generation step (the panda.dbf)

Questions are guaranteed in life; Answers aren't.
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